General Packing and Delivery Regulations Blaser-EN

Definitions:
Package = Smallest charge carrier unit (e.g. PE bag or blister)
Packing unit = Superordinate charge carrier (e.g. carton or KLT)
Pallet = Carrier for the packing units
-

-

-

Each package must be separately identified with item number, index and batch number, as well
as supplier.
The supplier is liable for damage to the contract product caused by insufficient packing, unless
the selection of the packing is carried out in accordance with instructions from the recipient.
Incorrect handling must be excluded.
Defined packing features, such as identification, must be applied and visible.
The parts must be delivered in a clean and undamaged condition.
The packing must provide sufficient protection and must not be damaged when delivered.
The weight of the complete pallet must not exceed 1000 kg and the package must not exceed
15 kg.
The package must only contain parts of one type (part number).
All packages/packing units of an item, except for the remaining package/remaining packing
unit, must be filled with the same quantity.
For delivery by railway, post or courier, use the commercially available delivery pockets
attached externally. If not possible, the packing unit that contains the documents must be
identified.
In the event of delivery by lorry, delivery note and transportation order must be given in at the
material receipt office.
Deviations from the specified packing are only permitted by agreement of the purchasing
department. Otherwise they will be queried as defective quality.
Packing units with samples, special parts or parts with special release must be specifically and
clearly identified externally.
For components at risk to corrosion, in order to maintain the components suitable for
transportation and storage, suitable corrosion protection measures must be made, in
agreement with the purchasing department. Fluids released, included from the companies:
 Brünofix Fluid IV 5196
 Fuchs Anticorid MKR
 Or equivalent

Returnable packaging:
If using returnable packaging please use „closed grey EUROBOX“
Including cover in the dimentions: 200x150; 300x200; 400x300; 600x400; 800x600
The ownership has to be marked on each box.
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